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Abstract
The security of the smart grid and autonomous vehicles is the cause for concern as they function with
the aid of heterogeneous networks formed by information & communication technologies. These
technologies employ different standards and protocols to operate, resulting in security issues. The issue
of security can be mitigated by applying cryptographic solutions. The basic requirements of security
solutions must be lightweight in terms of hardware complexity, cost, least computation time, memory,
and other resources. This paper proposes a symmetric key stream generator that satis�es the
requirements of being a lightweight solution. An experimental setup developed around a popular Arduino
nano-platform was used to implement the proposed symmetric key generator. Also, a statistical test suite
was developed to conduct statistical tests on the output bit stream of the proposed symmetric key
generator. The proposed symmetric key generator and its output bit stream were subjected to
mathematical, experimental, statistical, security, and comparative analysis to validate its suitability for
smart grid and autonomous vehicle security. The results have proved that the proposed symmetric-key
generator is indeed suitable for smart grid and autonomous vehicle security.

1. Introduction
The penetration of information and communication technologies (ICTs) into the smart grid has helped
the grid to enhance its performance, reliability, e�ciency, and safety. However, ICTs generate vast
amounts of data that need to be secured; otherwise, it can be tampered with, thus resulting in an unstable
grid and the economy [1]. On the other hand, autonomous vehicle (AV) and connected vehicle
technologies have improved the mobility of various sections of humans, like differently abled, children,
and elderly populations. These technologies also have improved the fuel e�ciency of vehicles, and
reduced accidents too, all due to integrated ICTs. To ensure safe drive, these vehicles use several sensors
and communication devices. The amount of data generated in real time through these devices is very
huge [2]. Despite, potential bene�ts of ICTs, there are signi�cant challenges in smart grid (SG) and
autonomous vehicle (AV) network as the data exchanged in real time is very huge and most sensitive too.
This data is vulnerable to cyber-attacks leading to compromise on security. To ensure data security,
cybersecurity policies have been employed across these communication networks. There are many cyber
security solutions and most of them call for multiple algorithms to establish secure communication
channels before exchanging the data safely and securely. The time required to setup a secured channel,
and to exchange data is very important and critical in ensuring security. This time must be very short in
order to secure both the smart grid and the autonomous vehicles. Unfortunately, most of this time is lost
in adhering to the key-management policies; which involve key generation, exchange, storage, erase, and
replacement of keys of the cryptographic algorithm while setting up the secured channel leaving little
time for data exchange and operations. This paper addresses this issue and simpli�es the key-
management procedure without compromising on its security properties with respect to the
communication channels.

    The main objectives of this work are:
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i. To develop randomly and uniquely computed digital signature-based authentication and symmetric
key stream generator for encryption/decryption.

ii. To provide critical analysis of selected schemes, classical algorithms and proposed symmetric key
generator.

iii. To develop an experimental test bench and statistical test suite to evaluate the proposed symmetric
key stream generator.

Rest of this article is organized as follows: In section II, the related work on Smart Grid and AV/CV is
presented. In section III, symmetric key generator for smart grid and autonomous vehicles is presented.
Section IV describes the proposed key stream generator design followed by a discussion on secured
communication process using the cryptographic algorithm in Section V. Results and analysis are
presented in section VI while discussion and evaluation are presented in section VII followed by
conclusion in section VIII.

2. Related Work
The information & communication technologies employed in smart grid and autonomous vehicle control
and operations generate huge amount of data resulting in cyber-attacks to destabilize their operations [1]-
[2].  Yuancheng Li et al., [1] has presented Light weight quantum encryption to secure the transmission of
power data in smart grid. The presented encryption involves key management where prior distribution of
the keys is a must, along with a “one-time pad” (OTP) for authentication and con�dentiality. The key
distribution is very complicated and moreover, quantum cryptography is still evolving [1]. Otisitswe
Kebotogetse et al.,[3] has presented the review of various key management techniques proposed by
previous researchers to secure the advance metering infrastructure (AMI) in smart grid. The key
management techniques reviewed in [3] are multithreaded and complicated. The smart grid is
heterogeneous in nature and has many interconnected networks such as Home Area Network (HAN),
Neighbourhood Area Network (NAN), and Wide Area Network (WAN). Cheng et al, [4] have presented
lattice-based public key encryption for mutual authentication and key exchange between the smart meter
and the NAN to secure the meter data. The lattice is a regularly spaced grid of points stretching out to
in�nity. The authentication scheme presented in [4] ensures con�dentiality, but the time required seems to
be large. Dominik Engel et al., [5] have presented a Wavelet-Based Multiresolution Smart Meter Privacy to
protect power data. The proposed scheme requires hierarchical keying schemes to protect meter data.
Hesham Aly El Zouka, et al., [6] utilized a Time Granularity-based Privacy Protection for Cloud Metering
systems”, i.e., Asymmetric key encryption scheme. Amritha et al., [7] have utilized Nth degree Truncated
Polynomial Ring Units (NTRU) based light-weight public key algorithms to provide end-to-end security of
Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) systems in smart grids. The proposed algorithm
performed better than Rivest, Shamir, Adleman (RSA) public key cryptography and elliptic curve
cryptography as they consume huge amounts of time in the key generation and authentication process.
Jia-Lun Tsai et al., [8] have presented Anonymous Key Distribution Scheme for Smart Grid security. In this
presentation, identity-based signature and encryption schemes are employed to secure the smart grid. In
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the proposed method, the smart meter is authenticated by a service provider without the third-party
involvement as in public key cryptography. Ref [9], [10] and [11] have dealt with the security and
authentication process through dynamic, fast encryption schemes for smart grid applications. On the
other hand, autonomous/connected vehicles operation is also supported by ICTs. The intelligent tra�c
systems (ITS) interact with AV/CV over ICTs leading to security issues. The data communication could be
between vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V), vehicle-to infrastructure (V2I) and other road identities. To protect the
vehicular data, encryption is a must. Abdullahi Chowdhury et al, [12] have presented a detailed survey on
the security issues related to connected vehicles and autonomous vehicle technologies. In [13] Sahand
Murad et al., has dealt the security of the vehicular data shared over cloud by means of fragmentation
and encrypting. The researchers have indicated that encryption with fragmented data saves resources
and time. Joonsang Yoo et al., [14] have proposed code-based light weight cryptography to generate the
authentication code to start the vehicle by the authorized driver only. Since the proposed authentication
encryption involves only a multiplication process, the time required to authenticate the user is very short
indicating that computation time is short. Mahdi Dibaei et al., [15] have detailed the various types of
attacks on AV/CV and defences. Jamal Raiyn [16] has proposed biometric data for message
authentication and communication in AV networks. The paper deals with security of the data acquired
from various sensors on board and off board of the AV while in move. The work uses an iris-based driver
authentication schedule. In [17] a survey of AV evolution, current devices in use have been detailed. The
work indicates future directions, how exactly AV technology is evolving, issues concerned about safety
and what is to be expected.Barry Sheehan et al., [18] have presented the classi�cation of cyber risk
involved in both AV/CV technologies. The work provides an insight into the security aspects that need to
be taken care of in both AV and CV transportation systems. In [20], the AV application for farming is
described along with their security concerns with respect to the user. In [21], the detection of cyber-attacks
on AV/CV is described. The detection method uses machine learning techniques to identify and classify
the type of attack on AV/CV.  Machine learning techniques employ Decision Tree and Naive Bayes
algorithms in detecting, identifying and classifying the type of attack on AV/CV.  In [22] and [23] a review
of security of AV and CV has been dealt. 

The reviewed various authentication and cyber security schemes for SG, AV/CV above, involves at least
two algorithms with time constraint. The authentication process uses one algorithm and the other for
encryption /decryption. Most of the algorithms are expensive in terms of resources, time, and cost.
 Hence, there is a need for a cryptographic algorithm suitable for SG, AV/CV applications with least
computation time, low cost, limited resources to meet the security aspects.  

3. Symmetric Key Generator For Sm/av
Most of the security solutions proposed in the past for SG and AV applications involve at least two
algorithms, one for authentication and the other for encryption/decryption process. Usually, Di�e-
Hellman public key infrastructure (PKI) for authentication and symmetric key cipher using multilevel
process to secure the data. It has also been noted, that traditional data encryption standard (DES),
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advanced encryption standard (AES), Triple DES schemes were proposed to be used in these applications
[10]. However, these are not economical and e�cient due to high speed and light weight requirements.

 A. RESEARCH PROBLEM

The ICT’s have a number of wired and wireless communication technologies and are vulnerable to
security threats, especially the wireless ones. The security requirements of these applications are:

i. Authentication of communication entities to ensure that the data exchange is in fact between
legitimate entities.

ii. The data must be secured with a cryptographic scheme/algorithm.

iii. The time, cost, and resources, must be lightweight.  

In the proposed work, the communication scenario between the smart meter and the data concentrator is
considered as one example and the other is between the remote and the autonomous vehicle. Both
scenarios use WiFi networks to communicate. The communication scenario between smart meter and
data concentrator is depicted in Figure 1.

Similarly, the communication scenario between the WiFi network and the autonomous vehicle is shown in
Figure 2.

In the practical scenario, the smart meter data is shared every 15 minutes once, based on the requests by
the respective data concentrators. Whereas, in case of AV/CV the data is requested by the vehicle from
wi� network frequently to reach the destination. If an adversary is monitoring the communication in both
the scenarios, data may be compromised. As a result, smart grid may become unstable and insecure. In
case of AV/CV, the vehicles may be driven anywhere other than their respective destination posing a
threat to the life of the user. Hence, cryptographic solutions are required.

B. CHALLENGES

The existing security solutions do employ cryptography to secure SG, autonomous vehicles but almost all
of them possess complicated authentication (Public Key Infrastructure) scheme and symmetric keys for
data security with prior session key distribution. The existing symmetric key schemes in use require
storage space to store the session keys in a system.

 The challenges in both applications are:

i. Encryption scheme must be very e�cient and reliable with low overhead.

ii. Security algorithm must be light weight in storage and computational resources.

iii. The cyber security solution must be resistant to most of the threats.

iv. The solution must have a very low or no key storage and prior distribution of keys.

v. The time, and cost, must be low.
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Taking into account the detailed research problem and the challenges above, a symmetric key stream
generator has been proposed.

4. Proposed Key Stream Generator-design
Cyber security in both SG and AV/CV applications demands an algorithm that must not only provide data
security but also ensure the authentication of communication entities within the shortest possible time.
The schemes devised must be, simple, strong, and resource friendly. The proposed work consists of two
parts namely, a key stream generator and key generation.

A. STRUCTURE OF KEY STREAM GENERATOR

Key stream generator designs are mostly based on shift registers as they possess good statistical
properties. Moreover, they are simple to implement and faster in speed. The proposed key stream
generator consists of three linear feedback shift registers (LFSR) with each having four primitive
polynomials. The three shift registers of degree 19, 23 and 29 are selected for the algorithm.   The
polynomials for the selected three LFSRs are listed in Table -1.

Table-1: List of LFSR and Corresponding Polynomials

Sl No Degree of LFSR Polynomial

1 19-bit  x19 + x5 + x2 + x + 1

x19 + x17 + x15 + x14+ x13+ x12 + x6 + x + 1

x19 + x17 + x15 + x14+ x13+ x9 + x8 + x4 + x2 + x + 1

x19 + x16 + x13 + x11 + x10 + x9 + x4 + x + 1

2 23-bit x23 + x5 + 1

x23 + x17 + x11 + x9+ x8+ x5 + x4 + x + 1

x23 + x5 + x4 + x + 1

x23 + x12 + x5 + x4 + 1

3 29-bit x29 + x2 + 1

x29 + x20 + x11 + x2 + 1

x29 + x12 + x7 + x2 + 1

x29 + x21 + x5 + x2 + 1
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The structure of the proposed keystream generator with single and multiple polynomials are illustrated in
Figure 3 and Figure 4 respectively.

To increase confusion and diffusion, the key stream generator works on a clock-controlled shift register
combination. The clock to the shift registers is controlled by the feedback bits. The feedback bits E1, E2 &
E3 control clocks to the respective shift registers while generating key streams encryption/decryption.

To generate the key stream, all LFSRs require to be fed with a non-zero value known as an initial vector
value or an initial key bit sequence or key seed bits to generate a key stream. The stream of bits
generated from such a generator is known as a pseudo-random bit sequence (PRBS). The total session
key bits required for the proposed key stream generator is:

29-bits for 29-bit shift register +

23-bits for 23-bit shift register +

19-bits for 19-bit shift register +

2-bits for 29-bit LFSR mux      +

2-bits for 23-bit LFSR mux      +

2-bits for 19-bit LFSR mux      

= 77 key bits

Thus, a session key of a 77-bit length is required to run the proposed symmetric key generator to encrypt
or decrypt the data. 

B. KEY GENERATION

This is an important phase of any crypto algorithm as the whole stream generator output depends on the
key seed bits. The key generation is divided into three phases as:

 i. BASIC KEY SEED GENERATION

The basic key seed is generated from two parameters, namely date and time. The formats of the chosen
data and time are; DD:MM: YYYY (4 bytes) and HH:MM: SS (3 bytes). The length of the basic key seed is
32-bit.

The following rules are applicable to obtain basic key seed: 

1. Get the date and put in binary coded decimal (BCD) format

For example: 
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Let the date be 16.10.2021 

BCD form 

0001 0110, 0001 0000, 0010 0000 0010 0001     =32 bits

2. Form 3 x 8 and 2 x 2 bits group as shown 

0001 0110, 0001 0000, 0010 0000 0010 0001     =32 bits

3. Get the time of the day 

For example:

Let the Time of the day be   10:20:45

BCD Form

0001 0000, 0010 0000, 0100 0101 = 24 bits

4. Form 2 x 8 and 2 x 2 bits groups as shown

 0001 0000, 0010 0000, 0100 0101 = 24 bits

5. Exclusive OR the output of step 2 and 4 as shown 

0001 0110, 0001 0000, 0010 0000 0010 0001

⨁

0001 0000, 0010 0000, ------------- 0100 0101

------------------------------------------------------------

0000 0110 0011 0000 0010 0000 01100100 

d31-----------------------------------------------d0

 The basic key seed is represented as d31-d0.

ii. SESSION KEY GENERATION 

Figure 5 depicts the structure of the session key generator derived from the main key stream generator.

The basic structure of the 3-LFSRs, is the same as in Figures 3 & 4. However, one of the LFSRs outputs is
selected through a multiplexer to generate session keys. The key seed generator does not use any clock-
controlled technique; instead, any one of the selected shift registers is clocked regularly. The basic key
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seed bits d0-d1 (Marked in blue extreme right) and d4-d5 (Marked in blue) are used to select LFSR and
feedback polynomial for the seed bits generation as shown in Table 2.

Table-2:   Selection of LFSR and feedback polynomial

Sl No d1 d0   d5 d4 Polynomial

1 0 0 19-bit 0 0 x19 + x5 + x2 + x + 1

0 1 x19 + x17 + x15 + x14+ x13+ x12 + x6 + x + 1

1 0 x19 + x17 + x15 + x14+ x13+ x9 + x8 + x4 + x2 + x + 1

1 1 x19 + x16 + x13 + x11 + x10 + x9 + x4 + x + 1

2 0 1 23-bit 0 0 x23 + x5 + 1

0 1 x23 + x17 + x11 + x9+ x8+ x5 + x4 + x + 1

1 0 x23 + x5 + x4 + x + 1

1 1 x23 + x12 + x5 + x4 + 1

3 1 0 29-bit 0 0 x29 + x2 + 1

0 1 x29 + x20 + x11 + x2 + 1

1 0 x29 + x12 + x7 + x2 + 1

1 1 x29 + x21 + x5 + x2 + 1

4 1 1     Special case

Further, the bits d4-d31 will be considered as initial vector bits for 29-bit LFSR if selected, or d10-d31 will
be considered as initial vector bits for 23-bit LFSR if selected, or d17-d31 will be considered as initial
vector bits for 19-bit LFSR if selected. Run the session key generator (Fig-5) for about 128 clock cycles
with appropriate basic key bits to �ush out the known bits. A 77-bit session key is generated by re-running
the session key generator for 77 clock cycles. This session key is designated as ks77-ks0.

iii. KEY STREAM GENERATION

The session key bits of 77-bits are divided into six �elds as shown in Table 3.

Table-3: Session key bit’s allocation
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19-bit

ks76-ks58

23-bit

ks57-ks35

29-bit

ks34-ks6

Mux2

ks5-ks4

Mux1

ks3-ks2

Mux0

ks1-ks0

19 23 29 2 2 2

Initial vector bits      Feedback selection bits 

Accordingly, the session key is loaded in to the key stream generator depicted in Figure 4. Run the key
stream generator by enabling the clock to either encrypt or decrypt the information bit by bit. The
encryption/decryption process is depicted in Figure 6.

5. Secured Communication
Generally, data communication employs a frame-based protocol to ensure error and loss-free data
exchange between the source and destination. In the proposed work, a variable length data frame is
designed for this purpose. The structure is as depicted in Table-4.

Table-4: Data Frame Structure

SOF: Start of the frame and is a �xed known byte

DA: Destination address (Recipient)

SA: Source Address (Sender)

DATA: Data �eld (Control and Information)

CF: Control �eld to indicate command or message and is 1 byte. It can have 256 values and de�ned as
required.

Message: Actual information to be exchanged

LF: Length of the data

CHK: Checksum of the data

EOF: End of frame and is a �xed known byte.

In the above frame, the message �eld is �lled with encrypted/ciphered data. The length of the frame
varies as the message length varies. The secured communication between the entities consists of mutual
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authentication, encryption at the sender end and decryption at the receiver end.

A. AUTHENTICATION PROCESS

Each and every element in the smart grid is given a unique identi�cation number (Id) and is not public.
This identi�cation code is represented by an 8-bit digital value. The cluster of elements, which regularly
communicate with each other are all shared with their Id’s in prior, not only for the purpose of
authentication, but also to communicate with others. The authentication process requires the creation of
a digital signature of any entity who wishes to communicate with the other. For example, if Alice wants to
communicate with Bob, Alice creates its digital signature using its unique Id and sends it to Bob. Then
Bob, decrypts the digital signature to get the Id by the same mechanism Alice used to create it.  Then Bob
compares the stored Id of Alice with a decrypted digital signature and con�rms the request is indeed
came from Alice. To create a digital signature and to complete the process of authentication, the
following procedure must be followed:

1. Divide the computed basic seed key bits of 32 into 4 x 8 bits groups and compute checksum (chk7-
chk0)/hash value.

2. Now, encrypt the Id of the entity, (that wishes to communicate) with the checksum/hash value
computed in (1) above.  

3. This encrypted Id forms a digital signature.

4. Append this digital signature along with date and time in the data �eld.

5. Send a request for communication to the recipient along with a digital signature and other data.

�. Recipient will compute the base seed key form the received date and time stamp as described in
section 4B(i).

7. Computes checksum and decrypts the digital signature to retrieve the Id.

�. If Id is valid, it accepts the communication requests and sends reply with ‘ready’ message.

9. If Id is not valid, it discards the frame and activates the �ag of alarm.

-----------------------------------------------------------------

Algorithm 1 Digital Signature for Authentication

Initialization: chk= [chk7, chk6….chk0] = [0]; 

Id= [Id7, Id6…. Id0]; ds= [ds7, ds6….ds0] = [0];

begin:

Get basic key seed of 32-bits;

Divide them as 4 x 8 groups of (d31-d24), (d23-d16), (d15-d8) and (d7-d0).
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Compute checksum/ hash value as:

 chk=[chk7-chk0] = [(d31-d24) ⨁ (d23-d16) ⨁ (d15-d8) ⨁ (d7-d0)];

Compute digital signature by encrypting Id with computed checksum/hash value as:

Read Id;

Compute

[ds7, ds6….ds0] = [(chk7, chk6….chk0)  ⨁ (Id7, Id6…. Id0)];

ds= [ds7, ds6….ds0] => digital signature

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Figure 7 indicates the one-way authentication process, i.e., Bob authenticates Alice. The authentication
process can be either one-way or both ways as the need arises. The example of Alice and Bob is
considered in this �gure to demonstrate the authentication process. If authentication of Bob is also a
requirement, same procedure has to be followed from Bob to Alice. On completion of the authentication
phase, the encryption process will be initiated from the sender end.

B. ENCRYPTION/DECRYPTION PROCESS

On completion of authentication and accepting the communication request, information is exchanged
between the sender and receiver over an established secured channel. 

i. ALGORITHM FOR ENCRYPTION/DECRYPTION

Since, the proposed key stream generator is symmetric, both encryption, and decryption functions utilise
common/same key. The encryption and decryption algorithm are outlined as below:   

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Algorithm 2 Encryption and decryption

 Initialization: ks= [ks76.ks75…. ks0] = 0; Session key set to zero 

Session key generation:

Con�gure session key generator according to the generated basic key seed ‘d’=d31-d0; Table-2 and the
Figure 5.

Run the con�gured generator for 128 clock cycles; To �ush out initial bits

Run the session key stream generator for 77 clock cycles and collect 
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ks= ks76-ks0; 77-bits of session key 

Con�gure the key stream generator shown in Figure 5 with session key bits allocation as shown in Table-
3.

Run key stream generator:

while (p-k) <0 do      

// where ‘p’ represents the plain text bits & ‘k’ key bits while encrypting.

//for decryption function is (c-k), where ‘c’ represents ciphered bits and ‘k’ key bits while decrypting

for (i=0; i<n; i++)    do         

// where n= number of key bits required to encrypt/decrypt the plain text/cipher text bit by bit.

 {

Get E1, E2 & E3 

if (E1=1) {clk-2=1}; //Clock to LFSR-2

else {clk-2=0}; // No Clock to LFSR-2

if (E2=1) {clk-3=1]; //Clock to LFSR-3

else {clk-3=0}; //No Clock to LFSR-3 

if (E3=1) {clk-1=1}; //Clock to LFSR-1

else {clk-1=0}; //No Clock to LFSR-1  

if (Out-3 =1) 

{Ki= Out-2};

else  

{Ki= Out-1};

                                Ci= Pi ⨁ Ki; // For Encryption

                                 Or

Pi= Ci ⨁ Ki;// For Decryption

                                }
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}                              

1. ENCRYPTION/DECRYPTION PROCESS

The encryption and decryption process are very straightforward in the proposed work.   The data
encryption process is de�ned as:

C= Ek(P);                                                                         (1)

Where              C= Ciphered text

                                 Ek= Encryption function

                                P= Plain text

 Ci= Pi ⨁ Ki;                                                                  (2)

 Where i=n, equal to the number of bits to be encrypted.

The data decryption is de�ned as:

Decrypt the encrypted data (ciphered data) with key stream as:

P = Dk (C)                                                                        (3)

Where              Dk is decryption function

C ciphered/encrypted data

P= Dk (Ek(P))                                           (4)

Pi= Ci ⨁ Ki;                                                                  (5)

Where i=n, equal to the number of bits to be decrypted.

According to the encryption algorithm described in the previous section the data encryption process is as
follows:

a. The symmetric key stream generator depicted in Figure 5 generates the main encryption key bits
equal to that of the plain text bit by bit. 

b. The plain text denoted by Pi is read bit by bit to encrypt, where ‘i' represents the number of bits in
plain text.

c. Encryption: Ci= Pi ⨁ Ki;     as in (2).

d. Then, the encrypted data is transmitted to the receiver as per the data frame shown in Table-4.

The decryption process is as follows: 
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a. Receive the data frame,

b. Retrieve the encrypted data from the data frame.

c. Read the encrypted data bit by bit.

d. Decryption: Pi= Ci ⨁ Ki; as in (5).

6. Results And Analysis
Figure 8 shows the experimental setup, in which the proposed key stream was implemented.

The hardware setup consists of a popular Arduino nano-board with a built-in reset and operating power
circuit. The 16 x 2 liquid crystal display is provided to display the progress of the key stream generator
process starting from basic seed generation to the main key stream bit generation. The Arduino
integrated development environment (IDE) is utilized to implement the key stream generator. The
compiled code was ported on to the Arduino nano development board. The experimental setup also has a
current sensor to estimate the current consumption as it is one of the prime parameters to decide the
resource constraint of the algorithm. The power consumption is also an important parameter to be
considered in hardware design. Screen shots of the experimental process of key stream generation are
shown in Figure 9.

The experimental setup was used to generate three keystreams of 1MB each.  The summary of hardware
resource utilization is shown in Table-5.

Table-5: Resources Utilization-Results

Attribute Speci�cations Utilization Remark

Microcontroller ATmega 328 8-bit

Frequency 16Mhz

Flash memory 32KB 8.2KB 25%

SRAM 2KB 235 Bytes 11.45%

EEPROM 1KB Nil

Power 5V 155mA@5V 0.775mW

Digital I/O 16 8 50%

Analog I/O 6 2 33.33%

Time of execution <5sec (approx.) 1 MB

The amount of effort involved in terms of code execution; resource utilization has been great as can be
understood from the Table-5.
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The suitability of the proposed key stream generator for the security of smart meters and autonomous
vehicles requires an in-depth analysis. The objective of the proposed key stream generator is to be
lightweight in terms of cost, complexity, ease of implementation, time of execution and so on. Therefore,
the analysis of the proposed key stream generator is divided into various phases as follows:

 A. MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS

The mathematical analysis of the proposed key stream generator is to determine the values of some of
the attributes like length of the LFSR, its period and linear complexity. These parameters are required to
understand the generator’s capability to provide the secrecy of the information. The attributes of the key
stream generator are as follows:

i. MAXIMUM LENGTH OF LFSR

The properties of the key stream generator can only be revealed if it satis�es certain conditions of
algebra. The de�nitions of algebra, which indicate the necessary conditions to consider the key stream
generator for the cryptographic applications are as follows.

De�nition 1: A prime number is a positive integer with exactly two positive divisors. If p is a prime then its
only two divisors are necessarily 1 and p itself, since every number is divisible by 1 and itself. 

The �rst ten primes are 2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 13, 17, 19, 23, 29.

De�nition 2: The LFSR is maximal-length if and only if the corresponding feedback polynomial is
primitive. This means that the following conditions are necessary (but not su�cient):

The number of taps is even.

The set of taps is set wise co-prime; i.e., there must be no divisor other than 1 common to all taps.

De�nition 3: Let a and n be integers greater than one.  If an-1 is prime, then a is 2 and n is prime.

Theorem 1:  Let LFSR-1, LFSR-2 and LFSR-3 have a primitive feedback polynomial and a nonzero initial
state. 

If 229-1, 223-1 and 219-1 are prime (De�nition-3) then the length of each LFSR is 229-1, 223-1 and 219-1
respectively.

ii. PERIOD OF KEY STREAM GENERATOR

The key stream generator must have a large period to be considered for cryptographic applications. The
proposed key stream generator is designed using linear feedback shift registers with a nonlinear output
function represented by a 2:1 multiplexer as shown in Figure 3 & 4. The clock to the shift registers is
controlled by means of feedback bit generated using selective polynomials which would introduce higher
confusion & diffusion in the bit stream output of the key stream generator.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Primitive_polynomial_(field_theory)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Even_and_odd_numbers
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coprime_integers#Coprimality_in_sets
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Theorem 2:  

If (l,m,n,)=1, then its period is  (2l-1) (2m-1) (2n-1)

Thus, basic generator has a period of:

Period= (2L1-1) x (2L2-1) x (2L3-1)                           (6)

i.e., Period= (229-1) x (223-1) x (219-1)   271

To increase the level of complexity for attackers on the key stream generator, multiple feedback
polynomials have been included in the design. Thus, the period increases by 212 and avoids the issue of
being insecure. Therefore, the period of the proposed key stream is approximately = [(229-1) x (223-1) x
(219-1)] x 212= 283.

iii. LINEAR COMPLEXITY

This is another important property that the keystream generator has to possess for it to be considered
suitable for cryptographic applications. The linear complexity must be large but does not guarantee the
randomness properties of the sequence under consideration.

De�nition-4: Let Z = z0, z1, z2, z3, . . . be a �nite or in�nite sequence. Then the linear complexity LC(Z) of Z
is the length of the shortest LFSR which generates it.

The proposed key generator has the multiplexer at the output of the key stream generator and forms the
nonlinear combining function. The algebraic normal from (ANF) of the multiplexer is: 

  f (x1, x2, x3) = x1 x2        x2 x3        x3                 (7)

Therefore, the LC of the basic element is:

LC= L1x L2 + L2 L3 + L3                                        (8)

i.e.  LC = 29 x 23 + 23 x 19 + 19

        LC= 1123= 210 (approximately)

Since the proposed key stream generator has 4 primitive polynomials at the feedback of each LFSR, that
increases the LC by a factor of 4 roughly. Overall complexity increases by a factor of 212 approximately.

B. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS

Experimental analysis is an important tool to investigate key stream generator performance in terms of
resources utilization, execution time, ease of implementation, and so on. The analysis is divided into
categories as follows:
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i. IMPLEMENTATION ANALYSIS

The �rmware code written in the high language ‘C’ is about 25% of the total programming memory of
32KB.The SRAM is about 11.45%.   The code optimization technique was not adopted while writing the
�rmware. The power consumption of the experimental setup was about 775mW. This is extremely good
for any stream generator to run. The resources utilization would have been much better with a code
optimization technique in place, which could be a next attempt to improve the performance of the key
stream generator for the smart meter and autonomous vehicle security.  On the whole, hardware resource
utilization is quite satisfactory. The results of the implementation in terms of hardware resources
utilization are shown in Figure 10.  

ii. STATITSTICAL ANALYSIS

The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) has prescribed certain statistical properties,
which would reveal the weakness of the key stream generator. Statistical tests have been formulated to
test a speci�c null hypothesis, denoted by H0. The null hypothesis for conducting tests on the output bit
stream of the proposed key stream generator is that it is random. An alternative hypothesis (Ha) to this
null hypothesis is the bit stream not being random. The null hypothesis de�nes a critical value that can
be used to compare with the determined statistic value of the bit stream to decide whether the bit stream
is random or non-random. If the test statistic value exceeds the critical value, the null hypothesis for
randomness is rejected. Otherwise, the null hypothesis is not rejected. The statistical test results are
probabilistic and hence there is an attachment of called level of signi�cance. It is denoted by ‘α’ and it is
�xed at 0.05 in this paper. It is the probability that the test will indicate that the bitstream is not random,
even though really it is.  A theoretical reference distribution of the possible probability values for each test
varies. The important statistical tests are frequency test (Monobit test), Serial test, Poker test, Runs test,
and Autocorrelation tests.  Each test mentioned here determines whether the key stream bits possess a
certain attribute that a truly random sequence would exhibit; the conclusion of each test is not de�nite,
but rather probabilistic.  Based on the outcome of the test attribute, the sequence may be declared as
random or non-random. To conduct these tests on the key stream generator, at least each block size must
be >10,000 bits. Therefore, the keystream generator output of size 1Mb was chosen for experimental
analysis. The whole data �le was divided into number blocks of different sizes while conducting the
minimum tests as per NIST standard. 

To conduct statistical tests, a test suite was developed and the screen shots of the same are shown in
Figure 11.

Table-6: Statistical Test Results
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Size of the input �le 1MB (1024kb)

Test Block Size No of Blocks Seq1 Seq2 Seq3 Inf

Frequency 10k 100 93 91 90 R

7 8 10 NR

25k 50 47 45 49 R

3 5 1 NR

50k 20 16 18 19 R

4 2 1 NR

100k 10 9 8 8 R

1 2 2 NR

Serial (di-bit) 10k 100 89 97 94 R

11 3 6 NR

25k 50 44 47 49 R

6 3 1 NR

50k 20 16 19 16 R

4 1 4 NR

100k 10 8 9 6 R

2 1 4 NR

Poker’s 10k 100 92 98 95 R

8 2 5 NR

25k 50 48 46 44 R

2 4 6 NR

50k 20 19 18 16 R

1 2 4 NR

100k 10 8 8 9 R

2 2 1 NR

Runs 10k 100 89 92 98 R

11 8 2 NR

25k 50 47 47 45 R
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3 3 5 NR

50k 20 17 18 15 R

3 2 5 NR

100k 10 9 8 9 R

1 2 1 NR

Autocorrelation 10k 100 88 95 96 R

12 5 4 NR

25k 50 43 47 49 R

7 3 1 NR

50k 20 18 16 19 R

2 4 1 NR

100k 10 9 8 6 R

1 2 4 NR

Note 1k=1024 bits

Note: R→ Random, NR→ Non-Random, Inf→ Inference.

Three test sequences of size 1MB each were generated from the hardware setup and subjected to
statistical tests. Table-6 above, summarizes the details of the tests carried out on the output of the
proposed key stream generator and their results. Graphical representation of the results is shown in
Figure 12.

Table-7 shows the signi�cance value, expected probability value for each test along with the result of
probability i.e., satis�ed or not.

Table-7:   Statistical Test Probability Value-Results

Signi�cance value α 0.05

Name of the test  Expected Probability Value Results of all three sequences

Frequency  3.8415 Satis�ed

Serial (di-bit) 5.9915 Satis�ed

Poker’s 14.071 Satis�ed

Runs 9.4877 Satis�ed

Autocorrelation 1.6449 Satis�ed
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The statistical test suite was developed with a python programming language and used on Windows
platform. The time taken by the suite to complete each test with different block sizes is summarized in
Table-8 and graphical representation in Figure 13.

Table-8: Time taken for each test-Results

Size of the input �le 1MB (1024kb)

Name of the test /Block size 10k 25k 50k 100k

Frequency  2.5ms  4.8ms 7.8ms 10.5ms

Serial (di-bit) 4.3ms 9.2ms 15.7ms 23.5ms

Poker’s 11.4ms 20.6ms 34.8ms 50.2ms

Runs 18.7ms 37.2ms 52.8ms 68ms

Autocorrelation 26.8ms 49.5ms 67.2ms 82.4ms

The statistical test results indicate that the proposed key stream generator produces a different key bit
stream with different basic key seed. Also, this suggests that the generated key stream bits almost satisfy
the statistical criteria for being random. The analysis is pretty simple that the proposed key stream
generator produces a random bitstream indeed. 

C. SECURITY ANALYSIS

Security analysis is another important step in validating the suitability of the keystream generator for the
purpose of information security. Validation attributes are with respect to certain well-known attacks such
as Eaves dropping, man-in- the middle, etc. The other attributes, which makes the proposed algorithm are
also presented here.

i. Resistivity: The key stream generator is designed using LFSRs with primitive polynomials. As seen
from the mathematical analysis, these LFSR’s are of maximum length and period.  The period of the
key stream generator is 283 which is su�ciently large enough to resist attack.

ii. Berlekamp-Massey attack: The linear complexity of the generator is about 225 (211 x 214). It indicates
that the 225 plain text bits are required to perform the Berlekamp-Massey attack. 

iii. Privacy Against Eves dropping: Since the communication is secured with encryption algorithms, it
would be di�cult to eaves dropping.

iv. Protection Against Man-in-the Middle Attack: As described earlier, authentication of communication
entities involves the dynamically determined digital signature. The hash value (chk =[chk7-chk0] is
generated from a unique algorithm as described earlier. This is used to encrypt a unique Id=[Id7-Id0]
to create a digital signature ds=[ds7-ds0].  
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The receiver, performs the decryption of the digital signature to get the ‘Id’ of the sender and compares it
with the stored, non-public ‘Id’ to determine the source of the information is legitimate. The MITM is very
di�cult due to the fact that the digital signature creation procedure is unique and the Ids are not public. 

v. Forward secrecy: Since session key generation is unique, dynamic and used only once, forward,
secrecy of the information is guaranteed.

vi. Malicious communication: The injection of malicious communication is not possible, as the
communication is based on a unique data frame of variable length. Since, data is secured using
encryption process and modi�cation in the data frame results in wrong decryption of the information
resulting in declaration of invalid data frame. Thus, it is safe against malicious communication
injection or modi�cation of data frames. 

vii. Session Key Security: Since session key generation is dynamic and used only once, it would be
di�cult to capture by any adversary as it is not shared on the link.

viii. Prior Key Distribution: There is no prior key distribution of any type.   This makes the job of the
adversary very di�cult to hack into the link.

D. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

The related work on the security schemes was an opportunity to examine some of the selected works of
previous researchers in detail with respect to their ability to perform in the smart grid and autonomous
vehicle environments.  The comparative study of those selected works and the proposed work is
summarized in Table-9.  

Table-9: Comparative Study of schemes
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Attribute Proposed [1] [7] [8] [9]

A1 NK Yes No No No

A2 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

A3 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

A4 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

A5 Yes Yes No Yes Yes

A6 No Yes Yes Yes Yes

A7 No No Yes Yes Yes

      

A1 Protection against quantum attack

A2 Privacy against eaves dropper

A3 Protection against man-in-the middle

A4 Forward secrecy

A5 Session Key security

A6 Prior Key distribution 

A7 Session key sharing

NK Not known.

The comparative study reveals that, most of the selected work’s dependent on prior distribution of key
data, session key sharing and so on. The analysis completed in previous sections indicates that the
authentication and encryption process can withstand most of the cryptographic attacks, since no sharing
of any kind of information is used to start these processes. 

E. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF PROPOSED AND CLASSICAL ALGORITHMS

Since, few of the previous studies recommended the classical algorithms such as data encryption
standard (DES) and advanced encryption standard (AES) to use in smart grid applications. The
comparative analysis of classical algorithms and proposed work is summarized in Table-10

Table-10: Comparative analysis of classical and proposed algorithms
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Parameter DES AES Proposed

Key length 56 128-192-256 77

Key used same same same

Block size 64 bits 128 bits Single bit

Structure Feistel Substitution Multiplexed LFSR

Scalability Scalable No Scalable

Security Suitable Excellent Suitable

Speed of execution Low Low Fast

Encryption/decryption Yes Yes Yes

Authentication No No Yes

The comparative analysis indicates that the classical algorithms are more complex to implement as they
have multiple rounds to execute. In summary, proposed work has the lowest cost of time compared to
classical algorithms.

7. Discussion And Evaluation
Previous sections of this paper presented the detailed design, and analysis of the proposed symmetric
key stream generator with respect to ease of implementation, time of execution, resources utilization etc.
The complete analysis, mathematical, experimental, security, comparative of the proposed keystream
generator was done to ascertain its suitability for the smart meter and autonomous vehicle applications.
The detailed analysis of the proposed symmetric key stream has the following features:

i. Dynamic and random basic key generation,

ii. Dynamic session key generation and used only once.

iii. One-way and two-way authentication with unique hash value computation.

iv. Communication is based on variable length data frame. Low power, Low cost and High performance.

The above features have the following advantages in terms of physical resources requirements:

1. Key generation centre is not required.

2. Key distribution facilities are not required. 

3. No key storage requirement.

4. No prior distribution of any type of key involved.

5. No PKI for authentication.

�. No human resource requirement.
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The discussion and evaluation of the proposed symmetric key stream generator indeed suggests that it is
suitable for the security of smart meters, autonomous vehicle/connected vehicle applications for the
obvious reasons.

8. Conclusion
The paper presents the design, analysis, and evaluation of a symmetric key stream generator, which is
truly lightweight in all possible ways. Its simplicity, ease of implementation, resource utilisation, both in
terms of hardware & �rmware makes it truly suitable for smart meters, autonomous or connected vehicle
security. The dynamic, random basic key generation, unique technique to determine hash values, and
session key generation are the major achievements of the proposed work. The scheme also uses a
dynamically generated secret key for securing the data for every frame or session; thus, the scheme is
strong and provides su�cient security to the data. The analysis of cryptographic properties as per NIST
standard ensures security against passive and active attacks. Since the proposed scheme is light weight,
it is much suited for real time applications where time and security are the major concerns. A few of the
key features of the developed symmetric key stream generator are:

a. The cryptographic algorithm does not store any data related to encryption/decryption keys, thus
avoiding requirements of high-cost memory.

b. Does not use any PKI-based authentication but still authenticates the users.

c. A randomly generated key seed is used for both authentication and session key generation.

d. The key seed and the session keys are used only once and no repetition.
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Figures

Figure 1

Communication between SM & DC over WiFi Network
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Figure 2

Communication between AV/CV and Wi-Fi NW.

Figure 3
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Structure of Keystream Generator with single polynomial for each of the LFSR.

Figure 4

Key stream generator with multiple feedback polynomials

Figure 5
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Structure of Session Key Generator

Figure 6

Encryption/Decryption Block Diagram

Figure 7

Authentication Process One-Way
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Figure 8

Hardware Setup
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Figure 9

Screen shots of Key Stream Generation Stages

               (a) Key Seed Generation

               (b) Authentication/Hash Value Generation

               (c) Session Key Generation and

               (d)  Main Key Stream Generation

Figure 10

Hardware resources utilization
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Figure 11

Screen shots of Statistical Test Suite

(a)      Main Screen with list of tests

(b)      File Selection
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Figure 12

Statistical Test Distribution-Results

(a)       Frequency Test

(b)      Serial (Di-Bit) Test

(c)       Poker’s Test

(d)      Autocorrelation Test and

(e)       Runs Test.

Figure 13

Time spent on each test


